THE REVIEWS ARE IN!!!!

Dave Clark talks up SonicFlare and Audio
Art Cables
Yup, Dave Clark, editor of open-source internet publication Positive Feedback Online, mentions yours truly
in his recent "Audio Ramblings" column. Go check out the article for all the goods and more about this whole
iPod/high-end convergence thing. I should probably mention that this didn't come out of the blue because,
you know, I had dinner with Dave a few weeks back, but hey, what can you do.
I should say a word about the Audio Art cables he mentions in his column. He says I was at his house when
he was demoing them but that's only half the story. What he did was hook up his statement $2500 Audio
Magic cables and the $79 Audio Art to a phono stage with two outputs and then quickly switch between
sources on the preamp saying: "hear a difference? What about now? What about now? Can you hear it
now?" Dave didn't tell me or the other audiophile there what he was doing and it never occurred to us the
phono stage had two outputs, he just let us stew in our confusion as we strained to hear a difference. I
would say "well, it's, um..." and then try to say something profound but, really, it was just too similar.
Needless to say, we were shocked when he brought out the Audio Art cables. Usual caveats apply, of
course: Dave's system, room, my infantile ears, etc. so who knows what would happen elsewhere because
Audio Magic makes some killer wire of their own. A number of different reviewers have their greedy little
hands on the Audio Art cables at the moment, so expect a slew of reviews coming down the pipe shortly.
According to the web site, the cables are designed by the scientists at DH Labs (SilverSonic) whose cables
are known as giant killers at their price point (and slightly more expensive than the Audio Art goodies) so,
chances are, similar results would be had with the SilverSonic line. In any case, pretty cool stuff.
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Then there are people like Josh Ray of SonicFlare, who are taking this on by going after
the iPod generation. His site is all about getting the word out to people his age (early 20s)
that it does not have to be expensive, it does not have to be about older white guys sitting
around by themselves listening to audio-drivel, it does not have to be complex, and that it
does not have to exclude your interests—your wants and needs! His site is linked to the
sites that the younger people (like we used to be) flock to for music and information—
music sites, iPod sites, gadget
sites, etc.
Then there are the people at
Audio Art. This is a new cable
company (yeah another one of
those…) offering cables based
on the designs of those from DH
Labs Silver-Sonic. They are nice
and attractive visually, easy to
handle and not the least bit
tweaky, offer excellent sonics,
and are very, very reasonably
priced. Moreover, the ad
campaign features cool visuals that are artistic and fresh. In comparing them to the $2500
a meter Audio Magic Clairvoyants (actually Josh Ray was here at the time, so it all comes
around…), any differences were more an issue of resolution, dimensionality, and
refinement than anything else was. That is the two cables sounded harmonically very
much alike. At the price of $79 for the IC-3, this cable is a real giant killer. Rich and
tonally right, we were stunned as to how difficult it was to tell which cable was which in
switching back and forth between the two. (We listened to the cable via the Artemis PL-1
phono stage—it has two outputs, so all I had to do is change the input selector on the
preamp to compare the two cables. More on this later.).
My son has the DLO docking station—acts as a remote controlled preamplifier for an
iPod while it charges, and has a stereo pair of RCAs outs for connection to a separate
system—and with the IC-3s in the loop as opposed to the supplied generic Beldon-based
interconnects, he found that his music came across with more emotion and presence. Not
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my taste in music, but he heard and appreciated the differences! Ah… a budding
audiophile he is!
Audio Art also offers the IC-1, which is an all copper cable—the IC-3 is silver over
copper—for $39. This is even a better value than the IC-3, though it offers less resolution
and presence than the IC-3—silver versus copper sort of thing. The IC-1 is more forgiving
and has that solid copper presentation—a richer fuller sound. Either is a good bet, just a
different slice of the sonic pie.
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